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Differential inhibition and stimulus
generalization cannot account for value
transfer in simultaneous discrimination

learning by pigeons: Reply to Aitken
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Aitken (1999) argues that, in a simultaneous discrim
ination, reports of the transfer ofvalue from the positive
to the negative stimulus can bemore readily explained in
terms of an artifact produced by the procedure in which
differential inhibition accrues to the negative test stimuli
during training, together with stimulus generalization
(similarity between the positive and negative stimuli).
We argue that (1) there is little evidence for differential
inhibition, and it often occurs in the wrong direction;
(2) value transfer can be demonstrated when differential
value is established to the positive stimuli after discrim
ination training, when differential inhibition is not
likely to beafactor; and (3) on both logical and empirical
grounds, stimulus similarity does not provide an ade
quate account of the transfer ofvalue from the positive to
the negative stimulus (i.e., the strongest evidence for
value transfer occurs when there is least stimulus simi
larity). We propose that value transfer occurs whenever
there is relatively little experience with the negative stim
uli. However, when there is extended experience with the
negative stimuli, contrast will befound.

It has been proposed that, in a simultaneous discrimi
nation, some of the value of the positive stimulus trans
fers to the negative stimulus (Fersen, Wynne, Delius, &
Staddon, 1991). Since then, considerable support for value
transfer in pigeons has been reported (Clement, Weaver,
Sherburne, & Zentall, 1998; Dorrance, Kaiser, & Zentall,
1998; Dorrance & Zentall, 1999; Zentall & Sherburne,
1994; Zentall, Sherburne, Roper, & Kraemer, 1996).

The typical procedure for demonstrating value trans
fer involves training with two simultaneous discrimina
tions in which the probability ofreinforcement associated
with the two positive stimuli is different (e.g., AlOOBO
and C50DO, where the letters represent arbitrary stimuli
counterbalanced to control for stimulus preference and
the numbers following each letter represent the proba
bility ofreinforcement associated with responses to each
of the stimuli). Following training, when the pigeons are
given a choice between the two negative stimuli (B and D),
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they typically choose the one (B) that has been paired in
training with the higher valued positive stimulus (A).

To argue against the possibility that the preference for
B over D might result from the greater number of nonre
inforced responses to D than to B, we have noted two
findings: First, perhaps surprisingly, the proportion of
total "errors" made to D is generally not significantly dif
ferent from the proportion of total errors made to B. Ac
quisition is generally rapid and preexperimental stimulus
preferences account for many of the errors made. Sec
ond, the correlation between the proportion of errors
made to D and the magnitude of the preference from B
is typically negative. One might expect it to be positive if
differential inhibition to the two negative stimuli were re
sponsible for the preference for B over D that has been
found.

Aitken (1999) has argued that the evidence against dif
ferential inhibition as an account of the effects found is
not convincing. First, he notes that other individual dif
ferences unrelated to differential inhibition may account
for the within-experiment negative correlation between
proportion ofresponses to D in training and the preference
for B in test. Second, he notes that, between experiments,
there is actually a positive correlation between propor
tion of responses to D in training and choice of B in test.
Third, he proposes that residual evidence for value trans
fer may result from stimulus generalization between the
positive and negative stimuli that is produced by their
physical similarity rather than by their simultaneous
presentation. We will address each of these criticisms in
turn.

Differential Inhibition in Training
First, as already noted, the two discriminations were

acquired at rates that typically did not differ signifi
cantly. In the three articles cited by Aitken (1999; i.e.,
Dorrance et al., 1998; Zentall & Sherburne, 1994; Zen
tall et al., 1996) there was a total of seven experiments in
volving differential probabilities of reinforcement asso
ciated with the positive stimuli, and in six of those seven
experiments there was a nonsignificant (often F < I) dif
ference in the rate of acquisition between the two dis
criminations. It could be that the training procedure that
we used was not sensitive enough to detect a significant
difference in errors to the two discriminations; however,
it was certainly sensitive enough to detect the differential
transfer of value from the positive to the negative stimuli
(i.e., the preference for B over D on test trials, which av
eraged 82.7% in Dorrance et al., 1998). More directly
relevant to the differential-inhibition hypothesis is that in
the seven experiments noted, there were II subjects that
actually made more errors to B than to D during training,
and 10 of those II subjects showed a preference for Bin
test. In fact, the mean preference for B was 80.4% for
those II subjects.
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Negative Correlation Between Proportion of
Responses to D in Training and Choice of B in Test

Aitken (1999) suggests that it is inappropriate to use
the negative correlation between the proportion of error
responses to D and the preference for B over D in test as
an indication that differential inhibition is not responsi
ble for the test effect. He notes that slow learners might
make proportionally more responses to D; yet, being slow
to learn, they may also be less affected by each nonrein
forced response, and thus they may show a smaller pref
erence for B over D.

The assumption made by Aitken (1999) is that slow
learners may not learn as well as fast learners. But the
best measure of the degree of learning is discrimination
accuracy at the time of test, and all pigeons were trained
to the same high criterion. Furthermore, Aitken assumes
that the pigeons that acquired the discriminations more
slowly also showed a higher proportion of their error re
sponses to D. Actually, there is no reason to believe that
the slow learners would, in general, learn one of the dis
criminations proportionally slower than the other dis
crimination, as compared with the fast learners. In fact,
for the four experiments reported by Dorrance et al.
(1998), the mean correlation between rate ofacquisition
(total errors) and proportion of total errors made to D was
essentially zero (r = - .04).

Positive Correlation Between Proportion of
Responses to D in Training and Choice of B in Test

Aitken (1999) notes that if the data from Dorrance
et al. (1998) are presented on an experiment-wise basis
(four experiments, with the data from the two groups in
Experiment 4 presented separately), there is in fact a
strong positive correlation between those measures
among the experiments (see his Figure I). The assump
tion is that differences in the procedures among the four
experiments are responsible for differences in the pro
portion oferrors made to D in training. But Aitken is not
specific about what might be responsible for these dif
ferences in training, and whatever post hoc account one
might be able to propose for the differences across exper
iments in the proportion of errors made to D in training,
there was also a rather large difference in that measure
for the two counterbalancing groups in Experiment 4, for
which the procedures were exactly the same.

Aitken (1999) may be correct that differential inhibi
tion can playa role in the degree to which B is preferred
over D in test; however, Aitken also acknowledges that
differential inhibition cannot account for all of the pref
erence for B over D in test. When pigeons show no dif
ference in errors to B versus D in training (Dorrance et al.,
1998, Experiment 3), they still show a strong preference
(of almost 70%) for B over D in test.

Stimulus Generalization
Aitken (1999) proposes that stimulus generalization

can account for the residual transfer effects reported by
Dorrance et al. (1998). Of course, one must distinguish
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here between value transfer, which is a form of spatial
temporal stimulus generalization, and the more typical
stimulus generalization proposed by Aitken, in which
similarity between stimuli (independently of their spa
tial and temporal contiguity) might be responsible for the
transfer of value between stimuli. Aitken's argument is
that although each of the four hues used in those exper
iments served equally often as the A, B, C, and D stim
uli, the pairs of stimuli assigned to each discrimination
were not randomly assigned. This nonrandom assignment
of stimuli to pairs was designed to maximize the possi
bility offinding preferences on test trials by reducing the
likelihood of stimulus generalization when novel pair
ings ofthe stimuli were presented. Thus, test trials always
involved hues with a high degree of spectral separation,
such as red and green. To ensure such maximal spectral
separation of the test stimuli, the training pairs often in
volved distinctive stimuli that were spectrally closer to
gether than the test pairs. Aitken suggests that those train
ing stimuli were not ofsufficiently different spectral value
to rule out stimulus generalization between them.

There are a number of arguments against the notion
that this kind of stimulus generalization might serve as
the basis for the preference for B over D in test. First, stim
ulus generalization is an empirical phenomenon. It can
be defined as the (relative) probability ofa response oc
curring to a stimulus, following training with a different
stimulus. Generalization tests have generally been con
ducted with the presentation ofnovel stimuli following sin
gle stimulus training (see, e.g., Guttman & Kalish, 1956).
For example, when Guttman and Kalish trained pigeons
with a green hue (similar to the green hue used by Dor
rance et al., 1998) and then tested them with a variety of
hues, they found that the probability of a pecking re
sponse was very low to blue and yellow hues (similar to
those used by Dorrance et al.). Thus, generalization gra
dients along the spectral dimension appear to be rela
tively steep for pigeons. Furthermore, when training in
volves a discrimination between a positive and a negative
stimulus, the postdiscrimination gradients tend to be
even steeper than following single-stimulus training
(Hanson, 1959). In fact, one could argue that the effect
of discrimination training is to virtually eliminate gen
eralization between the positive and the negative stimuli.
The training criterion used in value transfer experiments
should ensure that there is very little generalization be
tween the two discriminative stimuli. But it is also pos
sible that the simultaneous discrimination procedure
masks some stimulus generalization.

More direct evidence against the role of stimulus gen
eralization can be found in an experiment in which more
complete counterbalancing of stimuli was used (Dor
rance et al., 1998, Experiment 4). If generalization from
red to yellow and from green to blue were responsible
for the preference for B over D found in the value trans
fer experiments, one would expect the preference for B
over D to be smaller (or actually reversed) when such
generalization occurs between discriminations (e.g.,
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when one discrimination involves red as the positive stim
ulus and the other discrimination involves yellow as the
negative stimulus; see also Zentall & Sherburne, 1994,
for a similar argument). In fact, contrary to prediction,
that condition (Experiment 4, Group RIB) produced the
largest preference for B over D (96.9%) found by Dor
rance et aI. Thus, neither differential inhibition to the two
negative stimuli, nor stimulus generalization of the type
suggested by Aitken (1999), provides an adequate ac
count of the value transfer effects reported by Dorrance
et aI. and others.

Postdiscrimination Value Transfer
The evidence for value transfer reported by Dorrance

et aI. (1998) is further supported by other findings of
value transfer in which hypothesized differential inhibi
tion cannot playa role. For example, Zentall et aI. (1996,
Experiment 3) trained pigeons on two discriminations in
which the probability of reinforcement associated with
the two positive stimuli was the same (A50BO, C50DO).
Following acquisition, pigeons were trained on a third
discrimination involving the two positive stimuli from
original training (A IOOCO). In this case, there should be
no differential inhibition because the two discrimina
tions involve identical schedules of reinforcement; yet
on test trials, the pigeons still showed a significant pref
erence for 8 over D. Similarly, Dorrance and Zentall
(1999) have shown that nonreinforced responding to pre
sentations of A alone following A5080, C50DO training
can result in a strong preference for Dover B.

Negative Value Transfer (or Positive Contrast)
Aitken (1999) also notes that we have not been able to

find evidence for the transfer of negative value from the
negative stimulus to the positive stimulus (Clement et aI.,
1998). In that research, we first asked whether following
discrimination training involving A 100BO; C I00D50 we
would find a preference for Cover A. The reasoning was
that as a result of such training, B might draw more value
away from A than D would draw from C. We found no
consistent evidence ofpreference for A or C. But we also
noted that, whereas in the case of the positive value trans
fer design, in which the greater value given to A than to
C was experienced on most trials by the pigeons, in the
case of the negative value transfer design, very few re
sponses were made to either B or to D; thus, the source
of the manipulation (more reinforced responses to D50
than to 80) might not have been sufficiently experi
enced. To overcome this problem, we gave the pigeons
explicit training with the values ofB and D by presenting
those stimuli by themselves on additional trials. When
we then tested with the A and C stimuli, we found that the
pigeons showed a strong preference for A over C. Not
only did we fail to find negative value transfer, but we
found strong evidence for the opposite, positive contrast.
Thus, when we added single-stimulus presentations of B
and D to the A IOOBO, C I00D50 discriminations, the
lesser value of B (relative to D) actually enhanced the

value of A (relative to C). Our conclusion in that article
was that in a simultaneous discrimination, the positive
stimulus may transfer some of its value to the negative
stimulus, but the negative stimulus may also enhance the
value of the positive stimulus by way of positive contrast.

Negative Contrast
An alternative interpretation of the positive contrast

effect reported by Clement et aI. (1998) is that value trans
fer will occur when experience with the negative stimuli
is limited (e.g., in a typical easy simultaneous discrimi
nation; Zentall & Sherburne, 1994), whereas contrast will
occur when extended experience with the negative stim
uli is provided (e.g., when, in addition to discrimination
training, there is also single-stimulus experience with
the negative stimuli; Clement et aI., 1998). To test this
hypothesis, we are currently conducting an experiment
with the value transfer design (i.e., AIOOBO, C50DO) in
which we are providing more direct experience with the
negative stimuli (i.e., by including single-stimulus 80
and DO trials). If extensive experience with the negative
stimuli is sufficient to produce contrast, we should find
that the inclusion of BO and DO trials in training will re
verse the preference in test (pigeons will prefer Dover
B). The bottom line is that it may be possible to demon
strate contrast effects following simultaneous discrimi
nation training, but in the typical case in which experi
ence with the negative stimulus is limited, the positive
stimulus will transfer some of its value to the negative
stimulus.
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